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Supply Chain Optimization for Fuel and Lubricant Distributors

Welcome!
Today’s Agenda

• Overview of Supply Chain Optimization
– Why is it important?
– What is it? 
– How is it done?
– What are the expected benefits?

• Discussion of two representative projects
– Wilcox & Flegel: Ron Huntington
– Texas Enterprises: Ed Looney
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Supply Chain Optimization: Typical Questions To Be Answered

How many facilities do I need?

Where should my facilities be located?

Where should I locate my repack operation?

Should I repack or purchase a given product?

How should I manage slow moving items?

What can I do to reduce transportation costs?

How many daily routes should I have?

What equipment types should I have in my fleet?

Where should I position my fuel trucks?

What can I do to reduce inventory?

How can I reduce the total number of stocking locations?

Which SKUs should I have at each location?

Should I have more or less inter-facility transfers?

How can I improve customer service?

How can I improve demand responsiveness?

How can I improve stock availability?
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The objective is to 
minimize total cost and:

• maintain or improve 
service levels

• preserve business 
continuity

Supply Chain Optimization: What is it?
A strategic analysis that defines the number, location, and function of facilities

Optimal 
Solution

Number of Facilities

Total 
Logistics 

Costs

Potential operating scenarios based on service 
impacts, change management, and business risk
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Commonwealth’s Supply Chain Optimization Methodology

Optional Deep Dive Studies

Perform Discovery

Create Baseline 
Network Model

Optimize Baseline 
Model

Create Alternate 
Network Models

Apply Growth 
Forecasts

Perform Sensitivity 
Analysis

DC Design 
Study

Transportation 
Optimization 

Study

3PL Cost 
Modeling

Inventory 
Optimization 

Study
Perform Deep Dive 

Cost Validation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

To identify opportunity within the 
current network structure

Optimized baseline plus growth for 
scenario comparison

Total cost and service scenario 
evaluation and scenario refinement 

Note: This is not an industry benchmarking 
exercise but rather a detailed analysis of your 
supply chain to identify structural opportunities 

for long term cost and service improvement

• On site interviews with key personnel, tours of 
representative facilities, review of key processes

• Detailed review of historic transactions and 
corresponding logistics costs

• Demand review by territory, ship-to, and SKU 

• Review of inventory levels and planning set-up

• Analysis of fixed and variable costs
– Fleet and transportation

– Warehousing and handling

• Review and validation of findings

Operations and data review to 
provide solution context

Model of current operations to 
calibrate against history

Evaluate & 
Recommend
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Supply Chain Optimization: Typical Data Required

Historic transactions
– Sales
– Inbound/Transfer

Master data
– Item details
– Customer details
– Supplier details

Facility costs
– Budget and actual cost data 
– All warehouse, fuel, re-pack, cross 

dock facilities

6

Fleet activity and costs
– Financial/cost data
– Asset list
– Historic shipment data with 

movement and stop details

Inventory
– Historic levels
– Planning settings



Fixed and Variable Transportation Costs
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• A key step in the process is the analysis of fleet cost and performance data
• Each equipment type is characterized by fixed and variable cost parameters 

in conjunction with their operating performance measures

• Similar effort is applied in establishing fixed and variable costs by facility



Scenario Modeling and Evaluation
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• A supply chain optimization analysis typically entails the creation and evaluation of 
dozens of scenarios representing various objectives and operating conditions

• For fuel and lubricants distributors, scenarios can emphasize:
⁻ Location selection and territory optimization
⁻ Centralization
⁻ Production/sourcing alternatives
⁻ Transportation/equipment alternatives

• The software optimizes a given scenario and results are reviewed and evaluated
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Supply Chain Optimization Software Tools

Commonwealth 
3PL Library™

Transportation Rating 
Engine

Inventory 
ClassificationAffinity Analysis
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Battery
Charging

Restroom

Maintenance

Restroom

Battery
Charging

Pallet
Build

Break Area

A

Maintenance

Pallet
Build Restroom

Break Area

Restroom

A

SG H L M N P Q R

Application specific software that applies complex algorithms to optimize and evaluate scenarios
Detailed and scalable for analyzing large, complex supply chain networks
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Supply Chain Optimization Benefits

✓ ‘Correct’ number, location, and type of facilities (Lubricants)
✓ ‘Correct’ positioning of resources (Fuel)
✓ ‘Correct’ replenishment paths for each product type
✓ Aligned shipment territories
✓ Consolidated inventory (Lubricants)
✓ Lower total logistics costs
✓ Primary savings associated with lubricants

✓ Significant transportation savings
✓ Facility savings through consolidation/fixed cost reduction

✓ Secondary savings for fuel truck positioning
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Project Example Panelists

Ron Huntington, Senior Director - Supply Chain Operations

Ed Looney, Executive Vice President
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A Northwest Fuel
& Lubricant Provider



Engagement Objectives

General goals
• Reduce operating costs
• Maintain or improve service levels
• Support future growth

Key Questions to Be Answered
• What is the optimal number of facilities and where should be located?
• What are the optimal territory assignments?
• Should a central warehouse be used?  
• Should re-pack be centralized?
• What is the correct balance of transfer and outbound costs?
• Where should fuel trucks reside and what are the optimal territories?

13
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Lubricants Business Overview 

Lubricants Summary

Lubricants Heat Map
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Fuel Business Overview 

Small Fuel Large Fuel



Consideration of Candidate Locations
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High Level Results
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• Significant overall cost savings opportunity
o Primary savings driven by location of facilities and resources

• Adjacent benefits:
o Better Inventory utilization
o Improved responsiveness
o Supports future growth and market opportunities

• Key Enabling Changes:
o Adjustment of central warehouse and Seattle area locations
o Additional location in Tri-Cities area
o Consolidation of some exiting facilities
o Refined deployment/transfer schedule

Central DC
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Founded in 1921, Texas Enterprises, Inc. (TEI) is a fourth-generation family owned and operated company. TEI distributes 
petroleum and lubricant products with offices across thirteen locations in Texas and New Mexico.  Texas Enterprises, Inc. is 
currently led by Ford Smith Jr. and is headquartered in Austin, Texas.

With over 250 employees, TEI is constantly striving to deliver the best possible products and service to our many customers.



Engagement Objectives

General goals
• Reduce operating costs
• Maintain or improve service levels
• Support future growth
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Key Questions to Be Answered
• What is the optimal number of facilities and where should be located?
• Which customers should be serviced from which location?
• Should a central warehouse be used and where should it be?  
• How many repack locations should be used and where should they be located?
• How should slow movers be distributed through the network?
• Which items should be inventoried and where?
• Which items should be cross-docked versus inventoried locally?
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A variety of business conditions 
were modeled independently to 
better understand the impacts.  
Scenarios sets included:

– General location selection
– Consolidation opportunity
– Repack location selection
– Mobil AB items
– Mobil C items

20

Location Summary and Scenario Sets

To support increased usage of 
business intelligence tools at TEI, 
the historic data summaries and 
final scenario results were 
delivered via Tableau
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Lubricants: Baseline and Benchmark Overview

Baseline Model Benchmark Model

http://commonwealth.spokeapps.net/
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Lubricants: Benchmark versus Consolidation Scenario

Benchmark Model Central/Consolidation Scenario Example

http://commonwealth.spokeapps.net/


High Level Results
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• Significant overall cost savings opportunity
o Primary savings driven by consolidation, centralization, 

and territory optimization

• Adjacent benefits:
o Better Inventory utilization
o Improved responsiveness
o Supports future growth and market opportunities

• Key Enabling Changes:
o Consolidation of legacy / adjoining territories
o Centralized distribution of re-pack and slow-moving SKUs
o Refined deployment/transfer activities
o Reduction of planned inventory by increasing planned 

transfer truck frequency
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Thank You!

Network 
Optimization

Transportation 
Optimization

Warehouse 
Management Software 

(WMS) Services

Distribution 
Center Design

Outsourcing 
Strategy

Boston Office:
20 Park Plaza, Suite 400
Boston, MA 02116
617.948.2153 (O)
www.commonwealth-sca.com
info@commonwealth-sca.com

Ian Hobkirk, President
ianhobkirk@commonwealth-sca.com

Inquiries:
Questions?

http://www.commonwealth-sca.com/
mailto:info@commonwealth-sca.com
mailto:ianhobkirk@commonwealth-sca.com

